
Chief Executive’s Report – 30 January 2019 
 

1. Introduction 

 

This report looks at the following areas: 

 

• Business Update – particularly Brexit response and update on recent closure 

announcements 

• A summary of key events and ongoing actions 

• Revised Articles Association and the best way forward on legal personality  

• Next steps on the HotSW Local Industrial Strategy 

• Proposals for joint working on the Future High Street Funds 

• Ratification of funding for J25 

                   

        

Decisions/Action Required for this Board 

 

Agree the revised Articles of Association in response to actions relating to legal personality 

prepared by lawyers Foot Anstey – report 5.1, plus annex 1 

 

Agree the next steps regarding the development of the HotSW Local Industrial Strategy and 

specifically the Command Paper on emphasis following the analysis of identified 

opportunities – report 5.2, plus annex 1  

 

Note the proposals to review of Growth Hub services following a discussion and F&R and 

Business Leadership Group – report 5.3 

 

Consider the LEP role with regard to the High Street Funds – this report 

 

Ratify the recommendation by SIP for delivery at Junction 25 (changes exceed £250k) – 

report 5.4 

 

Agree the next steps regarding Growth Deal 4G – see paper (5.6) 

 

 

Headline Events since last Board meeting 

 

• EU Withdrawal Agreement – not agreed. On this basis the Brexit Resilience and 

Opportunities group have worked closely with Government on preparations for a NO 

Deal Brexit 

 

• Annual Performance Review – with Government took place led by the Chair, Chair of 

F&R and Chair of Scrutiny. 

 

• 3 Challenge session on the HotSW Local Industrial Strategy held with Government 

 



• Suzanne Bond is our new Relationship Manager. Sally Edgington is remaining with 

the Department but in a new role via some interim RM work with Cornwall 

 

• Plymouth secured £3.5m Cultural Investment Funding – one of only 5 areas across 

the UK 

 

• HotSW Careers Hub launched in partnership with Careers Enterprise Company and 

marks a completion of bringing the careers advice and guidance service in house 

 

• Exeter are working with the National Infrastructure Commission on cities 

infrastructure challenges 

 

• Williams Rail Review is calling for evidence 

 

• £200,000 funding for LEP Review and LIS implementation confirmed 

 

• Future High Street Fund – calls for proposals issued – see below 

 

• LEP senior sponsor – Mike Parsons – visited specifically UK Hydrographic Office 

which is due to open its new building in the spring. 

 

Summary 

 

At the last Board meeting we updated the Board on the key objectives/milestones up to 

Christmas and I am proposing the following key priorities to Easter 

 

• Secure agreement on the LIS Command Paper and complete Stage 2 (drafting) of 

HotSW Local Industrial Strategy (with Government) 

 

• Sign-off our 3-year delivery plan (The Target Operating Model) and budget 

 

• Agree the final HotSW Productivity Delivery Plan - March 

 

• Secure sign off the supply chain by BEIS element of the Nuclear Sector Deal 

including secured funding for the south west 

 

• Develop a pipeline of activity in line with the priorities set out in the Productivity 

Delivery Plan 

 

• Secure a Westminster City Hall debate on the south west sponsored by a local MP 

 

What’s going well and what isn’t  

 

I would like to draw attention to the following successes / challenges / decisions/ feedback 

needed. 

 

i. Recent Business Closures/announcements 



 

At the last Board meeting, we highlighted a number of significant business announcements 

relating to local companies – e.g. Wolf Minerals, Appledore Shipyard, Flybe and Barden for 

example.  Most of these discussions are ongoing with the LEP directly involved or through 

the Local Authority. 

 

Board Members will be aware that an offer has been made to Flybe from a consortia which 

includes Stobart and Virgin Atlantic and Clarks (in Street) and announced a closure of a pilot 

manufacturing line affecting about 40 jobs. 

 

ii. Brexit Resilience and Opportunities 

 

in partnership with the Joint Committee the work of BROG has stepped up including 

preparing alongside the Local Resilience Forums for a No Deal scenario. In addition, there 

are now regular briefings with Government officials coordinated through the LEP network. 

 

iii. Annual Performance Review 

 

This took place on January 9th and looked at Governance, Delivery and Strategy.  Our 

submission papers were shared with F&R. Draft notes have been issued and will be 

circulated once confirmed and moderated. We would expect this to trigger further LEP 

funding for core activity at the end of February, 

  

iv. Productivity Delivery Plan 

The updated delivery plan will go to joint committee and the LEP to the March meeting. 

Following discussion with Government at the APR meeting, we are proposing to strengthen 

our pipeline of projects with direct reference to the key priorities within the Productivity 

Delivery Plan. We are intending to bring a Growth Deal 4 type prospectus probably to the 

May LEP Board meeting. The consultation of UKSPF has not yet been announced. 

v. Target Operating Model 

A workshop was held with chairs of our Leadership groups and management team in early 

January and the final budget is going to the F&R meeting in February including discussion 

about allocation of reserves etc. Following a further workshop, we intend to bring the TOM to 

the March Board for agreement assuming we can conclude the legal personality issues at 

this meeting 

vi. Our transport programme 

 

A separate paper (5.4) is included to ratify the SIP decision on J25. The Peninsular Rail 

Task Force met this month and the shadow Peninsular Sub-national transport Board is now 

meeting. The CBI are developing a prospectus on regional priorities which may form part of 

the Westminster Hall debate. 

 

vii. European Structural Funds 

 

An update is provided as a separate report – item 5.5 

 



viii. Hinkley Strategic Delivery Forum / Sector Deal 
 

HSDF is due to meet on February 1st in the context of some recent challenging 
announcements re Nuclear new build in both Cumbria and Anglesey. Sizewell in Suffolk 
however has gone out for further public consultation. 
 
We have been doing a lot of work with other nuclear LEPS (particularly Cumbria and New 
Anglia) and the AMRC on implementing the supply chain element of the sector deal and 
some work with the NSSG on skills. Our approach is supported by EDF – see attached 
letter. 
 
This has included submitting a detailed business plan to NEIS – including the local offer – 
essentially to locally-led supply chain delivery over the next 4 years. 
 
ix. Growth Hub  

 

Performance of the Growth Hub is provided in the dashboards and following discussion at 

F&R and the Business Leadership Group there is an update paper 5.3 on this agenda. 

 

x. Joint LEP Energy Strategy  

 

This report was presented to the Place Leadership group and the south-west energy hub 

has been launched. The report sets out some detailed challenges to the area particularly 

around carbon reduction which are currently under review by the Place group, but which 

require more work before we can recommend a way forward. 

 

xi. Rural Productivity Plan 

 

The GSW meeting is receiving an update report on progress on implementing the 

recommendations of the Rural Productivity Plan and whether we should continue to lobby for 

a ‘rural deal’. In the context of Brexit and the Agricultural Bill it has not been straightforward 

securing a dialogue with Defra 

 

xii. The LEP Review 

 

Following the discussion at the last meeting and the Annual Performance Review, there is a 

separate report to agree the Articles of Association and decision on dormancy. We will be 

bringing the delivery plan to the Board in March and the Local Authorities have started work 

on the requirement to have a single Accountable Body. 

 

xiii. Local Industrial Strategy – Wave 2 

 

Following the feedback from Government shared at the last meeting we have developed a 

detailed piece of work on our strategic narrative and proposed next steps. There will be a 

presentation to the board and proposed actions and a more detailed update are covered in a 

separate report. 

 

Before Christmas, all LEPs have been asked to develop Local Industrial Strategies. 

 



 

xiv. Future High Streets Fund 

Just after Christmas the Government issued a call for proposals on the £675m Future High 

Streets Fund - the regeneration of town centres through innovative proposals around transport, 

housing delivery and our public services. - with a closing date for initial bids on the 22nd March 

2019 – 1 bid per Local Authority. 

 

There is an expectation of engagement with LEPs in developing these proposals which 

would normally be evidenced in the form of a letter of endorsement following a variable 

amount of discussion. 

 

The LEP could however strengthen this process and local delivery in 2 ways – firstly we are 

looking to highlight additional business support opportunities we can provide through the 

Growth Hub and secondly rather than a series of unrelated individual bids the LEP could 

notionally assess and prioritise bids in accordance with the criteria and amore strategic 

approach which could start to feed into the priorities and thinking around the shared 

prosperity fund. This more strategic approach could provide greater confidence with 

Government that we are joined up which might lead to a larger chunk of funding, wider 

sharing of good practice and possibly a more long-term approach but none of these are 

guaranteed. In reality. It would be difficult to do much ahead of the initial applications but a 

steer from the Board re pro-active or passive engagement would be welcome. 

 

xv. .Scrutiny  

 

The second Scrutiny Panel will be held on 4th February 2019– a workshop and formal 

meeting where we are presenting the information shared with Government for our annual 

performance review and setting out our proposals to look at addressing issues of social 

inclusion 

 

xvi. Communications 

 

Our aim for this quarter is to hold a Westminster Hall debate on the south west. We have 

secured an MP to sponsor this – other MPs are supportive – and if confirmed we will be 

looking to highlight keep challenges/priorities and hope to secure a response from the 

appropriate Minister/ We need to time this right in the context of ongoing Brexit discussions. 

 

In our drive to become a more digital enabled LEP, we have gone live with our CRM system 

to oversee more effective stakeholder management. Becoming better at digital is a key 

driver of the Target Operating Model but challenges us all. 

 

 

  

What are the key decisions anticipated at our next board(s)  

  

• Feedback from Annual Performance Review 

• Local Industrial Strategy – 1st draft (March/May) 

• Target Operating Model – March 



• Pipeline Prospectus – key delivery priorities set out in the Productivity Plan 

• Growth Deal 4G – see paper (5.6) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. LEP Dashboards 

 

a) Economic 

Please note that the data provides a snapshot from the current data and the national 
sources used often do not present the most up to date picture. For a more up to date picture 
of the local economy that takes account of the very latest developments Board Directors are 
encouraged to contact their local economic development teams. If directors require any 
further amplification on the data sources, please do let us know. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 


